the problem is moderation of forum posts.

Solution
i want to let the community to the moderation instead of let a small groupe of moderators do the work
the moderation by community can be done on consensus by letting users vote on a post.

there are several senario's either

- after x votes the post cen be removed.
- after the difference between positive's and negative's is greater than x the post can be removed
- instead of removing it could be moved to a groupe of moderators who can change the post.
- voting could be done on several scale's (like offensive or off topic) and action could be differantiated between these scale's (offensive -> change post or off-topic -> move post to different thread)

i'm a programmer which likes to work for opensource but with no tiki or php knowledge and offcourse no time.
but i would like to start discussing with someone who has tiki knowledge to work this out.
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